Introducing the Foot Shield... helping customers clean their shoes
A new study published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) suggests that the novel coronavirus can live on the soles of shoes.

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/7/20-0885_article
Foot Shield - How it Works

- Customer buys base unit
- Customer adds chemical of their choice
- Cintas provides refill pack of 5 base inserts
- Customer changes out base inserts

Cintas Item # X9920

Cintas Item # X9921
Features and Benefits: A Clean Solution

- 2’ x 3’ foot bath station designed to help keep your facility floors clean
- Durable, vinyl construction features beveled edges
- Holds up to 1.5 gallons of solution
  - Customer uses solution of their choice
- Features multiple insert pads for customer to replace as needed
- Removable pegs in the corners help keep inserts stabilized
- Can easily be combined with a 3’ x 5’ XTRACTION® Mat